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“Magpie Chick” took two weeks to construct, in August 2015. I be-gan by making a paper mache form from a plastic mould. After a layer of gesso, I divided the form into random areas and painted these in pink, purple, gold and two shades of blue. I then sorted through my extensive collection of craft supplies and began to glue objects to each area.  Here are details of each area, from top to bottom: These glitter pom poms were glued on with hot melt glue. 
I glued this braid on with extra tacky white craft glue. The frog is on a spring and held in place with hot melt glue. I love the pun of a frog in the throat.  The background is gold patterned rib-bon over purple paint.  The foreground shows a brooch made from a greeting card, a lens from an old pair of glasses and some gold thread. 

This beautiful beaded collar has been in my collection for years. It was too damaged to attach to a garment, but perfect for this project. 



This is a sequin braid and flower, that happened to go well  together. 

I bought these awesome buttons from Petes Emporium, simply because they are pink and purple. I used modelling paste on the background here, to give more texture. 

My Magpie Chick is wearing her heart on her sleeve, with these dark pink gems  surrounded by blue glitter. 

The butterfly braid looks great over the gold paint. This shoulder  is covered in large, gold  upholstery pins. 

These large flower shaped gems go well with the neighbouring butterfly. 
This feather butterfly is perched on a mosaic of paua shell pieces. 



Nestled between the breasts , these pink, pearly beads, lead down to a baby in a walnut shell. I cut a hole in the paper mache to accommodate the shell.  

Nearby is an area of different dome parts, on blue. 

I had to make more holes to  accommodate the shanks of an eclectic selection of buttons, surrounded by  silver dome parts. 

These butterflies flutter above the baby in a glittering sky . 

A curly pattern of black glitter overlays a blue background, sprinkled with clear glitter. A small pirate skull and cross-bones is sitting at the base, to add a whimsical touch. 

Tear tabs from drink cans, have been decorated with pink and blue gems, on a pink background. 


